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ODMR active bright sintered detonation nanodiamonds
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We present the results of study the structure and composition of microcrystalline diamonds obtained by

high-pressure high temperature sintering of detonation nanodiamond particles. Using optical detected magnetic

resonance method, photoluminescence spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy we found sintering of detonation

nanodiamond significantly differ from initial detonation nanodiamonds and can be compared to high quality

diamonds. Monocrystals of diamonds obtained by the method of oriented attachment have dimensions of up

to tens of microns, possess the habitus of high-quality diamonds, and do not contain metal catalysts in the lattice

structure. In those crystals, the presence of optically active nitrogen impurities in the crystal lattice is observed. In

particular, there is a bright nitrogen-vacancy defects. They are characterized by optical detected magnetic resonance

method, which shows that spin properties of the obtained single crystals correspond to high-quality natural diamonds

and surpass synthetic diamonds obtained from graphite in the presence of metal catalysts, followed by irradiation

and annealing to obtain nitrogen-vacancy defects optical defects in the diamond lattice. The presence of nitrogen-

vacancy defects defects and the high-quality of the crystal structure of sintering of detonation nanodiamond allows

us to consider them as potential candidates in quantum magnetometry. For this purpose, the possibility of a simple

way to improve the AFM probe by fixing a microcrystalline sintering of detonation nanodiamond particle on its tip

is demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Nitrogen occupies a special place in the research of

diamond materials since it is the main impurity in dia-

mond [1]. Moreover, the form in which nitrogen is contained

in diamonds determines, in many respects, the properties of

the latter and serves as the main factor for the classification

of diamonds [2,3]. Nitrogen creates various paramagnetic

centers in diamond and exists in the form of single nitrogen

atoms, and in the form of nitrogen clusters [4].

Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond (Fig. 1, a) is

the center consisting of a nitrogen-substituted carbon atom

in the diamond crystal lattice next to the missing carbon

(vacancy) [5]. Two types of such centers are known: a

neutral nitrogen-vacancy (NV0) center and a negatively

charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) center (Fig. 1) [6]. The

latter are of the greatest interest because they can be

used in quantum technologies [7] and for the study of

biological objects [8,9]. These staining centers can serve

as biomarkers [10].

NV centers have discrete electron energy states of the

intervalent zone and the diamond conduction band. The

schematic of the energy levels of the NV defect is shown in

Fig. 1, b.

The study of the optical detected magnetic resonance

method (ODMR) spectra of diamonds can provide in-

formation about possible internal stresses in the crystal.

Thus, it was shown in [11] that internal stresses in the

diamond crystal are responsible for the increase of the spin
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Figure 1. a — the diamond lattice structure, containing an NV

center. b — diagram of the energy levels of a nitrogen — vacancy

defect in diamond with optical excitation.
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Figure 2. a — characteristic diamond line Raman spectrum for the obtained diamond single crystals; b — PL spectrum of diamond

crystals at room temperature (RT) obtained from DND during HPHT sintering. Excitation at the laser wavelength of 532 nm.

Hamiltonian parameter E (2E = 12.2 ± 0.2MHz). The

splitting is directly related to the stress in the crystal, and a

decrease in the stresses leads to a decrease in the splitting

between spin projections with mS = ±1 (or 2E) of the

ODMR resonance line, thus making it possible to judge

the crystalline perfection of diamond.

2. Experimental details

This paper investigates the ODMR spectra of diamond

crystals obtained by sintering detonation diamonds at high

pressures and high temperatures.

Earlier, we reported on the possibility of growth by the

oriented attachment mechanism of diamond microcrystals

from detonation nanodiamond (DND) nanoparticles during

sintering under conditions of high pressures and high

temperatures (HPHT) [12–14].
In these papers was confirmed that diamond single

crystals of size between 100 nm and 15µm are forming

directly from 4−5 nm sized DND at HPHT conditions

(P ∼ 7GPa, T ∼ 1300−1700◦C) during 8−15 s with pres-

ence of hydrocarbons (hexane) and are a white powder.

In [15,16] found by ESR method that there is distinction

of composition and structure of defects in lattices of sintered

microcrystals and initial DND particles.

It would be very interesting to compare the characteristics

of the single crystals obtained by sintering of DND with

natural diamonds and synthetic diamonds obtained by the

HPHT method in the presence of metal catalysts.

Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman study was carried

out at room temperature using spectrometer Sol Instruments

with spectral range 200−1100 nm and resolution 0.7 nm for

PL and 0.7 cm−1 for Raman. The excitation wavelength

was 532 nm. ODMR study was carried out using hand-

made setup. Optically detected magnetic resonance was

measured in the 2.8−2.95GHz region in zero magnetic

fields in temperature 300K. The ODMR spectra were

recorded using standard methods: by scanning the fre-

quency. The confocal photoluminescence acquisition system

with 100x/0.9 and 100x/0.7 objective parameters was used

to study nanoparticles.

For comparison, we used a high-quality type of natural

diamond. The natural single crystal was irradiated with

neutrons with a dose of 1018 cm−2 and annealed at a

temperature of 800◦C. We also used HPHT irradiated and

annealed diamonds produced by Adámas Nanotechnologies

(ANHPHT) with a size of 30 nm and a content of NV

centers of 2−5 per particle [17] For the production of

ultrasmall (as well as larger ones), nanodiamond particles

containing NV centers, high-pressure high temperature

(HPHT) 15−20µm particles were irradiated with 2−3MeV

electrons to doses ranging from 5 · 1018−5 · 1019 e/cm2

followed by annealing at 850◦C for 2 hrs [18].

3. Results and discussion

Using ODMR and PL spectroscopy, it was shown that

such synthesized diamonds have defects of NV0 and NV−

centers in the lattice without prior irradiation with high-

energy particles and subsequent annealing.

The Raman and PL study showed that with a high quality

of diamond crystals, according to the Raman shift, to the

corresponding natural diamond of 1333 cm−1 (Fig. 2, a),
diamonds synthesized during sintering of DND have a

system of optical defects in the lattice.

The Raman spectrum (Fig. 2, a) demonstrates the high

quality of the microcrystals obtained. PL spectrum

(Fig. 2, b) is featured by wide band of photoluminescence

between 540 and 900 nm. The bright bands at 575 and

638 nm correspond to the null-phonon lines of NV0 and

NV− defects, respectively. It can be points to significant
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concentration of them in diamond micro crystals sintered

from DND.

For comparison with previous achievements in the field

of diamond growth, we obtained the ODMR spectra of the

samples of the investigated crystals of synthetic diamond

HPHT with natural diamond in comparison and the ODMR

spectra of diamonds obtained by sintering DND (Fig. 3).
The ODMR spectra show that the splitting of the

resonance line of SDND samples is less than that of

ANHPHT diamonds, and in turn is approximately equal to

the splitting of the resonance in natural diamond.

The spin Hamiltonian describing NV− centers spin

system (when the quadrupole and hyperfine interaction is

neglected) is

H = g1µBB · S + D[S2
Z − 2/3] + E[S2

X − S2
Y ],

where µB is Bohr magneton, for the NV defect triplet

ground state: S = 1, D and E represents the ZFS, e. g.,

D = 2870MHz (for the 25◦C); g factor g1 = 2.0028. The

parameter E is related to the deviation of the center symme-

try from the axial one, which leads to splitting the 2.87GHz

ODMR line into two (Fig. 3). It should be note that

the 14N HF interaction for NV− centers was not observed in

these and therefore was not included in spin Hamiltonian.

This indicates that the DND crystal lattice relaxes during

sintering, i. e., in the sintering process the internal stresses

are removed, which leads to an increase in the param-

eter of the spin Hamiltonian E (2E = 12.2± 0.2MHz)
with full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to

13.2± 0.2MHz for one peak and 12.7± 0.2ṀHz for

another peak. For NV centers in the natural dia-

mond, we observe a splitting 2E = 8.8± 0.1MHz with

a FWHM equal to 5.9± 0.1MHz for one peak and

6.4± 0.1MHz for the other peak. For comparison, Fig. 3

also shows the ODMR spectrum of synthetic diamond
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Figure 3. ODMR spectra of NV− centers in diamond of HPHT

sintered (AN HPHT), sintered DND samples (SDND) and natural

diamond.

1 mm JEOL 5.0 kV SEM

Figure 4. SEM image of microcrystals SDND. Scale bar 1 µm.

obtained under HPHT conditions. The splitting of such

a sample is 2E = 16.2± 0.3MHz with FWHM equal to

15.2± 0.3MHz for one peak and 13.7 ± 0.3MHz for the

other peak.

Such facts indicate a significant transformation of the

structure and composition of 4−5 nm particles of initial

detonation nanodiamonds during the formation of single

crystals at high pressure and high temperature.

Typical SEM images of microdiamond particles produced

by HPHT sintering of DNDs is presented in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4 it is clearly seen that diamond microcrystals are

good faceted and sizes from 100 nm to units of micrometers.

It is noteworthy that this type of defects was obtained

without any irradiation and annealing of the single crystals

obtained. Moreover, it was shown in [19] that the defective

structure of microcrystalline diamonds is very different from

the original detonation diamonds (DND). Thus, in contrast

to the original DND, single-crystalline diamonds obtained by

DND sintering do not contain nitrogen in the near-surface

layers. Also, sintering of DND is accompanied by a change

in their bulk electronic structure and surface chemistry,

which can be seen by analyzing XAS spectra [19].

4. Nanosensors using nanodiamond

Spin defects in semiconductors are widely used for

magnetic field sensing at the nanoscale. The most prominent

example is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond,

which is already being commercialized for a variety of

applications, including magnetic domain imaging [20] and

visualization of electrical currents [21]. The sensing

principle is based on the ODMR spectroscopy. Diamond

probes are usually produced using expensive and complex

methods. We offer a simple way to improve a commercially

available silicon AFM probe with an SDND particle.

Semiconductors, 2023, Vol. 57, No. 2
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Figure 5. a and b: tone map of Raman intensity distribution from the tip of a modified silicon probe with a diamond particle. Figure,

a — peak intensity 520 cm−1 (Si Raman); Figure, b — peak intensity 1333 cm−1 (Diamond Raman). The dotted circle indicates a fixed

diamond particle. The height of the diamond particle chosen for the probe modification is 1.5 µm. d — example of Raman spectrum

obtained from the brightest point of the silicon signal (520 cm−1): accumulation time 150 s, pinhole 100 µm. f — example of Raman

spectrum obtained from the brightest point of the diamond signal (1333 cm−1): accumulation time 150 s, pinhole 100 µm. c — tone map

of PL intensity distribution from the tip of a modified silicon probe with a diamond particle. e — example PL spectrum obtained from

the brightest signal point of diamond (1333 cm−1): accumulation time 10 s, pinhole 100 µm.

This method requires no additional special equipment and

remains accessible to a wide range of specialists in AFM.

A UV50 urethane acrylic adhesive, which hardens when

exposed to ultraviolet light, is used to fix the particle on the

probe. The wetting angle α of this adhesive on the silicon

substrate is about 10 degrees. The height of a spherical

droplet, considering it a spherical segment of diameter d on

the surface, can be obtained using the expression (1):

h = d
tg(α/2)

2
. (1)

In particular, a spherical adhesive segment with a diame-

ter of 100µm has a height of 4.4µm, which is suitable for

a probe with a height of 15−20µm. The viscosity of the

adhesive (n ≈ 6.5 Pa · s) is such that in the semicontact or

tapping AFM mode, the topography of the liquid surface

of the adhesive can be visualized, and when the AFM

is switched to the contact mode, the probe pierces the

adhesive. The forces of viscous friction of the probe

against the adhesive, estimated by Stokes formula (2), are
Ff r ≈ 30 nN.

Ff r = 6π2nR f a, (2)

where a = 50 nm is the vibration amplitude of the probe,

the characteristic size of the adhesive contact area is

approximately equal to the radius of curvature of the tip

R = 20 nm, f = 100 kHz is the resonance frequency. The

obtained Ff r is comparable to the clamping force to the

solid surface calculated by formula (3)

Fpr = ka = 200 nN, (3)

where k = 4N/m is the stiffness of the probe. The above

estimates explain why it is possible in practice to scan and

visualize the relief of the liquid adhesive surface in the

tapping mode.

After dipping a few hundred nanometers into the glue, the

tip remains
”
dry“, keeping the cantilever probe operable.

The following steps are performed for the manipulation.

Using a probe with adhesive applied to the tip, the

topography of the part of the substrate with the desired

particles is scanned. Based on the obtained topography, a

particle is selected for fixation, the probe is placed near

the selected particle and brought into contact for a few

seconds with a pressing force greater than 700 nN. The

factor of the fact that the particle is fixed on the probe is its

absence on the control construction of the surface relief in

the semicontact mode and the increase of the characteristic

sizes of the particle image. The final verification of the

Semiconductors, 2023, Vol. 57, No. 2
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fact that the particle is really fixed is made possible by

obtaining Raman scattering maps of the probe tip, see

Fig. 5. Figure 5 shows the analysis of the probe tip

(the dotted curves — a schematic representation of the

probe tip) after the SDND was fixed on it. We used the

available Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy to

visualize the nanodiamond anchoring region. Excitation was

performed using a 532 nm laser with a 100x objective lens

with a numerical aperture of 0.7. The tone map (Fig. 5, a
and b) was recorded using a confocal microscope with an

aperture diameter of 100µm in 400 nm increments and an

accumulation time of 0.5 s.

The map of Raman scattering tones was obtained from a

commercial silicon probe modified with an SDND particle

(Fig. 5, a). This shows the distribution of the signal intensity

from the 520 cm−1 line. The decrease in the intensity of this

signal in the region on the right can probably be attributed

to the inaccuracy of positioning and tilting of the AFM

cantilever tip when scanning in the
”
side“ geometry. Due

to the described reasons, the confocal volume, from which

the signal is detected, may have different depths inside the

cantilever. As the depth of focus increases, the probability

of scattering of the collected Raman signal increases [22].
Therefore, the registered Raman intensity decreases as well.

Fig. 5, d shows the spectrum obtained from the red region

shown in Fig. 5, a. For clarity, the intensity scale is given in

logarithmic values.

Similarly, AFM probes were scanned along the Raman

lines (Fig. 5, b) and PL from NV defects (Fig. 5, c) in

diamond. An example of the spectra obtained from the

tip of the AFM probe is shown in Fig. 5, f and Fig. 5, e,

respectively. The presence of the maximum intensity of both

signals directly at the tip and their correspondence informs

that the particle is really fixed on the AFM probe.

The ODMR spectra taken from the tip of the AFM

probe with the SDND particle were studied (Fig. 6). The

experiment took place at room temperature. The excitation

was performed with a 532 nm laser. For comparison, an

ODMR spectrum from a bulk sample (green curve) in an

arbitrary orientation is also presented.

In an external magnetic field of 70G there is a splitting

into 4 lines, corresponding to the orientation of the four NV

center axes in the diamond. According to the positions of

the peaks, it is possible to estimate the values of all magnetic

field projections using [23]:

f ±(B̄) = D +
3γ2

e B2

2D
sin2 θB ± γeB

× cos θB

√

1 +
γ2

e B2

4D2
tg2 θB sin

2 θB, (4)

where B =
√

B2
z + B2

⊥
, B⊥ =

√

B2
x + B2

y , tg θB =
B⊥

Bz
,

γe =
geµB

~
, ge ∼ 2.003 — g-factor of electron, µB — Bohr

magneton, the z -axis is directed along the major symmetry

axis of the NV− center. And by the maximum distance

between the peaks (the leftmost ∼ 2.68GHz and the
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Figure 6. ODMR spectrum of bulk diamond (green curve) and

nanodiamond SDND on AFM-probe (red curve). The spectrum

was taken in an external magnetic field of 70Gauss. laser

excitation 532 nm. You can see the splitting into 4 lines (on
one side of the 2.88GHz center), which correspond to the four

orientations of the NV− center axes.

rightmost ∼ 3.05GHz) you can estimate the size of the

external magnetic field.

5. Conclusions

Thus, HPHT sintering of 4−5 nm DND particles provides

effective formation of 0.1−15µm sized high quality single

crystal diamonds with bulk electronic structure and struc-

tural perfection very similar the ones of macroscopic high

quality single crystal diamonds.

That sintering of DND 4−5 nm particles at HPHT

condition results in transformation of their PL spectra to

the shape inherent to the perfect crystalline diamond with

noticeable content of luminescent NV− centers.

ODMR study demonstrate, that the splitting of the

resonance line of sintered SDND samples is smaller than

that of HPHT diamond and approximately equal to the

splitting of the resonance in natural diamond single crystal.

Thus, we showed that the quality of synthesized diamonds

with NV defects is higher than the quality of diamonds

previously obtained by other methods.
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